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Briefing for BASW Members  

Children and Social Work Bill 

Thanks to the campaign lead by BASW England members and our partners a number of changes were made to the 
Children and Social Work Bill during its time in the House of Lords. However, the Power to Innovate clauses – formerly 
known collectively as Clause 29 – have been re-introduced by the Government and there is still very little detail about 
how the new regulator, Social Work England, will be established. Members of Parliament will have the chance to debate 
both these important points during Committee Stage, which runs from 13-20 December 2016.  

For the last six months social workers have been asking the Government to protect children’s rights and keep the 
profession independent, in fact BASW England surveyed its membership and found that:  

76% of BASW members surveyed oppose what was formerly Clause 29  

87% believe that social work regulation should remain independent of Government 

83% believe that the post-qualification framework should be led by the profession  

Now is the time to email your MP (enter your postcode to find out who this is online at: http://www.parliament.uk/mps-
lords-and-offices/mps/) and ask them to listen to the voice of social workers before the profession is changed forever with 
dangerous consequences for vulnerable children and families.  

Key points to make to your MP: 

Power to Innovate Clauses 

• These clauses will pave the way for significant and serious changes to the provision of children’s social care which 
would jeopardise hard fought victories for children’s rights spanning decades by allowing local authorities to
apply to the Department for Education to be exempted from meeting requirements within previous children’s 
social care legislation.

• They would exempt providers from having to deliver on children’s legal rights and entitlements, fundamentally
undermining a rights-based approach to meeting children’s needs. Removing the ‘burden’ of requirements to
meet statutory obligations enshrined in children’s social care legislation enables local authorities to incentivise 
private and not-for-profit providers to bid for parts or all of children’s social care pathways.

• They risk further fragmentation of children’s social care into multiple pathways and diverse provision, precisely
the opposite of the National Audit Office’s recommendations for a credible whole system approach. Rather than 
promoting ‘innovation’ this will lead to more confused and less consistent offers, an increase in outsourcing and 
the increased likelihood of a postcode lottery resulting in inequality of access to services.

• Innovation should always be encouraged within a framework of fundamental rights and entitlements within law,
and any changes to statutory frameworks should be properly put before Parliament.

• There is no detail in the Bill on monitoring and quality assurance during the pilot period. Moreover, these
proposals are untested and are not supported by an evidence base.

• Serious objection to these clauses have united the sector and this opinion was made clear when the House of
Lords voted against the clauses on 8 November 2016. Now that the clauses are back, MPs must unite to have
them removed once more.

http://www.parliament.uk/mps-lords-and-offices/mps/
http://www.parliament.uk/mps-lords-and-offices/mps/
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Regulation 

• A majority of surveyed members supported a bespoke regulator and there may be benefits for the support and 
status of the profession. However we still have major concerns about independence, long term affordability, 
governance and undermining of sustainable profession led CPD and standards development. 

• Part 2 of the Bill could profoundly change the profession of social work in terms of regulation, governance, pre 
and post qualifying training yet these changes are presented in a Bill with minimum democratic accountability 
allowing details such as which new sanctions against social workers are to be introduced to be decided through 
secondary legislation, away from the full scrutiny of parliamentarians and the public.  

• The new regulator, Social Work England, which will be for both children’s and adults’ social work has been 
developed without any prior consultation or dialogue with the social work profession and means an end to 
regulation by the Health and Care Professionals Council. This is likely to have cost implications for social workers 
in the form of higher registration fees.  

• This will be the social work profession in England’s third regulator in little over a decade and will be costly to the 
public purse in a time of scarce resources and cut backs 

• BASW England members already helped convince the Government to change its plans so that instead of an 
‘Executive Agency’ under the control of one government department it will now be a ‘Non-Department Public 
Body’ but there is no information about what this means in practice.  

• There has been no satisfactory answer to the question: “Why is social work being treated so differently to other 
health and care professions which have independent regulation that is accountable to the Privy Council and 
Professional Standards Authority, not to the government of the day?” Regulation of all professions should focus 
on assuring fitness to practice and public protection in diverse contexts. All other professions are regulated to 
ensure consistent and safe practice – an arrangement that provides continuity through changes that inevitably 
come from successive policy developments under different governments.  

• The current proposals empower the government to directly appoint the leadership of the new regulator. The key 
roles of chair and CEO as well as the board should instead be appointed without political control of process and 
decision-making.  

• Regulatory standards should be set through a profession-led process. The independent professional body (BASW) 
and its partners should drive this. BASW has always supported and campaigned for regulation to ensure high 
standards and to protect the public.   

• If independence from governmental control is not instituted in new arrangements, it will detract from the 
profession developing its own standard setting capabilities and culture of responsibility for excellence at every 
level.  

Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking Children  

• BASW also fully supports Stella Creasy MP in her efforts to continue the good work done by Lord Dubs in the 
House of Lords to make sure the Bill contains provision for a safeguarding strategy and permanence solutions for 
unaccompanied refugee children. 

• These are children first and asylum seekers second, as full signatories to the UNCRC BASW believes they should 
be afforded their full rights and all provision for children in care and care leavers made in this Bill should also 
apply to them.  

• The Department for Education should play a full and equal part with the Home Office in the planning and 
provision of services for these children and young people according to existing and future policy designed for 
citizen children. 

• Funding for services to unaccompanied asylum seeking children is provided by the Home Office and is on an 
entirely different basis to that of other local authority children in need services. BASW is very concerned that the 
ADCS and the LGA have made it known that the current funding has an inbuilt 50% shortfall of full cost recovery 
(including health and education). 
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• We remain concerned that in spite of the support from the Government to the original Dubs amendment only a 
tiny proportion of the children on mainland Europe have so far arrived in the UK. 

 

For more information please contact: 
BASW’s Senior Parliamentary and Political Affairs Officer Madeleine Jennings m.jennings@basw.co.uk   
07771 359181 
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